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By Roberts, Leonie / Byrne, Mike

Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Quarto Publishing Group | A
child describes her pet chameleon and its funny colour changing
habit. She loves her pet, but her mum is less convinced because
it keeps getting lost! Can they find a way to stop losing the
chameleon? | A child describes her pet chameleon and its
unusual habit of changing colour and blending into its
surroundings. It drives her mum around the bend as they are
always losing it! When the chameleon goes missing during show
and tell, the girl gets in trouble with her teacher and Mum has
finally had enough. They go to the vet to find a solution to their
disappearing pet problem. Will they get one and will Mum ever
accept the chameleon?This amusing story about an unusual pet
will appeal to any child who is an animal fan. Its message of
tolerance and acceptance will resonate with anyone who feels
different and struggles to fit in. | Format: Paperback |
Language/Sprache: english | 160 gr | 268x250x2 mm | 24 pp.
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything
using this written e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished
reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet
again once again down the road. I am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier-- Ma r k B er nier
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